Plasma Membrane Cyclic Nucleotide Gated Calcium Channels Control Land Plant Thermal Sensing and Acquired Thermotolerance
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Typically at dawn on a hot summer day, land plants need precise molecular thermometers to sense harmless increments in the ambient temperature to induce a timely heat shock response (HSR) and accumulate protective heat shock proteins in anticipation of harmful temperatures at mid-day. Here, we found that the cyclic nucleotide gated calcium channel (CNGC) CNGCb gene from Physcomitrella patens and its Arabidopsis thaliana ortholog CNGC2, encode a component of cyclic nucleotide gated Ca\(^{2+}\) channels that act as the primary thermosensors of land plant cells. Disruption of CNGCb or CNGC2 produced a hyper-thermosensitive phenotype, giving rise to an HSR and acquired thermotolerance at significantly milder heat-priming treatments than in wild-type plants. In an aquorin-expressing moss, CNGCb loss-of-function caused a hyper-thermoresponsive Ca\(^{2+}\) influx and altered Ca\(^{2+}\) signaling. Patch clamp recordings on moss protoplasts showed the presence of three distinct thermoresponsive Ca\(^{2+}\) channels in wild-type cells. Deletion of CNGCb led to a total absence of one and increased the open probability of the remaining two thermoresponsive Ca\(^{2+}\) channels. Thus, CNGC2 and CNGCb are expected to form heteromeric Ca\(^{2+}\) channels with other related CNGCs. These channels in the plasma membrane respond to increments in the ambient temperature by triggering an optimal HSR, leading to the onset of plant acquired thermotolerance.

INTRODUCTION

Plants are sessile organisms that cannot escape environmental stresses, including heat shock. During a mild rise of the ambient temperature, plants cells need precise sensing devices to anticipate potentially damaging heat conditions. Plants use specific signaling pathways to elaborate molecular defenses against upcoming heat damage in a timely fashion. A harmful heat stress may cause the hyperfluidization and disruption of membranes (Horváth et al., 1998; Sangwan et al., 2002), inactivate proteins by unfolding, misfolding, and aggregation (Sharma et al., 2010), cause metabolic imbalance (Vierling, 1991), and generate reactive oxygen species (Dat et al., 1998; Gong et al., 1998; Volkov et al., 2006). These various types of damage, which are amplified by other environmental stresses (Mittler, 2006), may impair photosynthesis (Hall, 2000) and cause the death of sensitive tissues, in particular of reproductive organs, with severe consequences for plant development, growth, reproduction, and crop yields (Ahuja et al., 2010; Mittler and Blumwald, 2010). To protect labile macromolecules from heat damage and repair or degrade damaged macromolecules, prokaryotes and eukaryotes have developed a specific network of heat-inducible cellular and molecular defenses, generally referred to as the heat shock response (HSR). The HSR is a highly conserved cellular response to a gradual or sharp rise of temperature above the physiological growth range (Wahid et al., 2007; Mittler et al., 2012). During and following the HSR, hundreds of specific genes, up to 4% of the higher plant genome, become predominantly upregulated and hundreds of so-called heat shock proteins (Hsps) accumulate in various cellular compartments (Finka et al., 2011; Mittler et al., 2012). Thus, while being exposed to initially moderate increases in temperature that gradually develop into a more severe heat shock (Larkindale and Vierling, 2008), plants need to send an early signal for the timely accumulation of Hsps and metabolites, while also readjusting their pH and redox potentials and reducing their photosynthetic and transpiration activities (Mittler et al., 2012). Together, these mechanisms establish acquired thermotolerance: a transient ability of plants to survive a limited exposure, typically for a few hours, to otherwise lethal temperatures. The success of plant-acquired thermotolerance thus strictly depends on the effectiveness of a preceding period of so-called heat priming, when the plant still experiences nonlethal temperatures and during which the HSR is optimally induced (Mittler, 2006; Larkindale and Vierling, 2008).

Among the Hsps that accumulate to the largest extent during heat priming are the molecular chaperones that belong to several canonical conserved families in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, such as the small Hsps (sHsps), Hsp100s, Hsp90s,
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Hsp70s, Hsp60s, and their co-chaperones (Finka et al., 2011). Whereas most molecular chaperones can prevent protein aggregation, some can use ATP to convert already misfolded and aggregated proteins into unfolded polypeptides that can recover their native conformation after the stress (Sharma et al., 2010) or become degraded by ATP-regulated proteases (Hinault et al., 2011). The sHsps are of particular interest to the understanding of the molecular basis for plant-acquired thermotolerance because they are among the most strongly expressed Hsps during heat stress (Mittler et al., 2012) and their accumulation in various cellular compartments correlates with acquired thermotolerance (Dafny-Yelin et al., 2008; Larkindale and Vierling, 2008; Finka et al., 2011). Their mode of action involves both membrane and protein protection: sHsps form large oligomers (Stengel et al., 2010) that during heat stress transiently dissociate into amphipathic dimers, which upon inserting into lipid bilayers may stabilize hyperfluidized membranes (Tsvetkova et al., 2002). Moreover, the sHsps contain a conserved α-crystalline domain, whose reversible interaction with abnormally exposed hydrophobic polypeptide segments can prevent misfolding and aggregation of heat-labile proteins (Ingolia and Craig, 1982; Jakob et al., 1993; Stengel et al., 2010). After stress, sHsp-bound damaged proteins are thus optimally exposed to the scavenging ATPase chaperones Hsp70 and Hsp101 (possibly also Hsp60 and Hsp90) that can unfold them into natively refoldable species (Buchner et al., 1991; Veinger et al., 1998; Goloubinoff et al., 1999; Mogk et al., 2003; Sharma et al., 2010). In agreement with the in vitro protective functions of sHsps, mutants in various sHsp genes have impaired acquired thermotolerance phenotypes (Kimpel and Key, 1985; Lee et al., 2005; Dafny-Yelin et al., 2008; Luján et al., 2009; Shakeel et al., 2011). Members of the other classes of molecular chaperones may also become strongly upregulated in heat-primed plants, albeit to a lesser extent than the sHsps. As with sHsps, loss-of-function mutants of the disaggregating cytosolic chaperone Hsp101, and of other members of the Hsp70/Hsp40 or Hsp90 chaperone families, have reduced tolerance to thermal stress (Lee and Schöffl, 1996; Quetsch et al., 2000; Yamada et al., 2007; Su and Li, 2008).

Because of the high energetic and metabolic cost of having to maintain high levels of Hsps, all organisms, including plants, have developed mechanisms to tightly repress the expression of hundreds of Hsps during nonstressful temperatures, while maintaining readiness to derepress and overexpress them under stress (Mittler et al., 2012). The effectiveness of this strategy strongly depends on the capacity of cellular thermosensors to detect moderate subnoxious increments in ambient temperatures to integrate these into an effective HSR signal leading to the timely accumulation of protective Hsps to withstand an upcoming noxious heat shock.

Highly sensitive molecular thermosensors involving both a protein and a plasma membrane component have been identified in the plasma membrane of the moss Physcomitrella patens (Saidi et al., 2009, 2010). Heat causes a transient opening of Ca2+ channels, allowing a specific inward flux of extracellular Ca2+ ions from the apoplast (Wu et al., 2010) possibly via modulation of membrane fluidity (Saidi et al., 2009). Electrophysiology of reversibly heated moss protoplasts established that the primary plant thermosensors are heat-responsive Ca2+ channels in the plasma membrane (Saidi et al., 2009). This was further confirmed by testing the effects of artificial membrane fluidizers (Saidi et al., 2005), Ca2+-chelators, specific Ca2+ channel blockers, and specific Ca2+ ionophores in reporter moss lines constitutively expressing the Ca2+-sensing protein aequorin or conditionally expressing the β-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter enzyme from a heat-inducible promoter (Saidi et al., 2008).

Here, we report that the cyclic nucleotide gated calcium channel (CNGC) CNGCb gene from P. patens mosses and its orthologs CNGC2 and CNGC4 from Arabidopsis thaliana encode an essential component of the thermosensory machinery of land plant cells. Arabidopsis CNGC2 and moss CNGCb are involved in the control of the plant’s HSR and acquired thermotolerance. A targeted CNGCb deletion led to the loss of a thermoresponsive Ca2+ channel in the plasma membrane and produced a hypersensitive temperature-dependent Ca2+ influx into the moss cells and corresponding hyper-thermoresponsive profiles of HSR activation. In addition, both moss CNGCb and Arabidopsis CNGC2 mutants showed a similar phenotype of hyper-thermoresponsive acquired thermotolerance.

RESULTS

Bioinformatic Analysis of Moss and Arabidopsis CNGC Genes

Initial evidence for the involvement of CNGCs in thermosensory functions in nematodes (Mori, 1999; Prahlad et al., 2008) centered our bioinformatic search for putative plant thermosensors on the 20 CNGCs from the seed plant Arabidopsis and the nine CNGCs (named CNGCa-i) from the moss P. patens (Wheeler and Brownlee, 2008; see Supplemental Figure 1 online). Similar to animal CNGCs, a majority of land plant CNGC genes encode polypeptides of ~700 residues, with six predicted transmembrane segments, a large cytosolic C-terminal domain containing a cyclic nucleotide binding domain (cNMP) (Clough et al., 2000), and a highly conserved atypical calmodulin binding domain, IQ1 (Arazi et al., 2000), flanked by a second canonical calmodulin domain, IQ2 (Figure 1A).

Applying a neighbor-joining tree algorithm (see Methods) to the predicted amino acid sequences of the eight full-length moss CNGCs, the 20 Arabidopsis, and the six human CNGCs generated a tree with four significantly distinct monophyletic clusters: the first (I), containing only moss polypeptide sequences; the second (II), containing only seed plant (Arabidopsis) sequences; the third (III), containing a mixture of four Arabidopsis sequences, including CNGC2, CNGC4, CNGC19, and CNGC20 and four moss sequences (CNGCb, CNGCd, CNGCf, and CNGCg); and the fourth, as expected containing only human sequences (Figure 1B). Whereas the first gene cluster was hypothesized to carry only moss-specific CNGC functions, the second seed plant-specific functions and the fourth only human-specific functions, the third monophyletic cluster was of particular interest because it contained both moss and Arabidopsis CNGC sequences, implying that it could carry some primordial functions that were already effective in the
Figure 1. Phylogenetic and Structural Organization of Moss and Arabidopsis CNGCs.

(A) Alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of moss CNGCb with Arabidopsis CNGC2 and CNGC4. Black background denotes identical residues and gray background similar residues. The six predicted transmembrane helices are delimited by green boxes, the cyclic nucleotide binding.
ancestor of land plants (mosses and seed plants). Indeed, to colonize land, aquatic plant ancestors would have needed to develop the ability to sense and react to temperature variations, which were sharper and more extreme in a gaseous than in an aqueous environment. We therefore hypothesized that one or several of the cluster III CNGCs may carry thermosensory functions.

Disruption of Moss CNGCb and Arabidopsis CNGC2 Impairs Plant Growth and Heat Sensing

To investigate the role of plant CNGCs in heat sensing, we analyzed Arabidopsis and moss mutants disrupted in the CNGC2 and CNGCb genes, respectively. Using targeted mutagenesis (Schaefer and Zrýd, 1997), we disrupted the CNGCb gene in a HSP-GUS moss background (Saidi et al., 2005) (see Supplemental Figure 2B online). The HSP-GUS line was specifically designed to monitor temperature-dependent expression of the GUS reporter enzyme from a recombinant heat-inducible promoter, GmHsp17.3B (Saidi et al., 2005). Similar to the phenotype of growth retardation that was described earlier for the Arabidopsis CNGC2 (Clough et al., 2000; Figure 2A), the moss protonemal tissues of the CNGCb mutant grew ~2.5 times slower than the wild type, without other detectable cellular, morphological, or developmental defects (Figure 2B). We then compared the ability of the CNGCb mutant to respond to a 60-min heat treatment at various increasing temperatures, from 24°C up to 44°C, by quantifying enzymatic activity of the accumulated GUS reporter protein (Figure 3A). As long as the heat treatments were below 32°C, virtually no GUS expression was found in the wild-type HSP-GUS tissues. Above 32°C, when the heat treatments attained 33, 34, and 36°C, the corresponding GUS levels were 10, 50, and 90%, respectively, of the maximum level, which was observed at 38°C (Figure 3A). Remarkably, in the CNGCb mutant, the same GUS expression thresholds were reached at much lower temperatures, at 28, 31, and 34.5°C, respectively, representing a sensitivity downshift in the range of Hsp-inducing temperatures of 5°C. The same hyper-thermosensitive phenotype was observed in four different individually selected stable mutants isolated from the same moss transformation (see Supplemental Figure 2A online). Although reacting very differently at physiological temperatures, both mutant and wild-type strains showed the maximal GUS expression at 38°C. Both the wild type and mutant were similarly vulnerable to excessive heat, as reflected by the same half inhibition of GUS production observed at 42°C.

CNGCb Regulates the Heat-Induced Ca2+ Influx into the Cytoplasm

The moss plant thermosensors behave as Ca2+-channels undergoing heat-induced transient openings, which in turn mediate a transient Ca2+ influx (Saidi et al., 2009). To assess the effect of the CNGCb loss of function on the dynamics of cytosolic Ca2+ during the various phases of a mild temperature upshift, we introduced an UBI-AEQ cassette expressing the Ca2+ sensor aequorin into the HSP-GUS ΔCNGCb background, (Figure 4A). As we have previously demonstrated in the control (Saidi et al., 2009), an abrupt rise from 24 to 36°C triggers (in wild-type UBI-AEQ) a maximal accumulation of cytosolic Ca2+ within the first 10 to 15 min, which thereafter subsides to near baseline levels despite the ongoing heat shock (Figure 4B). The decrease of cytosolic Ca2+ during this refractory phase can be attributed to the closure of heat-responsive channels in combination with ongoing Ca2+ extrusion from the cytoplasm by active transporters. When an abrupt, continuous heat treatment at 34 or 38°C was applied to 24°C-grown CNGCb mutants, a stronger Ca2+ influx, reaching up to 3.5-fold higher cytoplasmic concentrations of Ca2+, was observed during the first 15 min at both inducing temperatures. Even during the first 30 min of the continuous exposure to 34 or 38°C, the cytoplasmic Ca2+ levels remain higher in CNGCb cells, which contained on average 1.5-fold more Ca2+ ions than wild-type cells (Figures 4B and 4C; see Supplemental Figure 3 online).

To ascertain that the plasma membrane Ca2+ conductance in the CNGCb mutant was higher than in the wild type, we further exposed 24°C-grown tissues to 34°C in the presence of the calcium chelator EGTA. When, after 5 min during which the sample was allowed to fully reach 34°C, an excess Ca2+ (5 mM) was supplemented to cause a sudden availability of external Ca2+, and this led to a sharp rise in the cytosolic Ca2+ in the mutant that was at least 20 times faster than in the wild-type cells (Figure 4C). This confirms that at this threshold inducing temperature, a large number of Ca2+ channels in the plasma membrane of the CNGCb mutant are open, whereas this is not the case for the wild type.

The HSR in Moss Is Regulated by Several Heat Sensors with Different Activation Thresholds

When the wild-type HSP-GUS reporter strain was exposed to a mild temperature upshift of 25°C–33°C, a 100-fold increase in cytoplasmic GUS was observed following 20 to 30 min of the heat treatment (Figure 5A). As best illustrated by the derivative of
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**Figure 1.** (continued).

(A) Plant and human amino acid sequences of CNGCs (see Supplemental Data Set 1 online) are compared in an unrooted neighbor-joining tree (see Methods). The tree shows four main gene clusters that are significantly different: cluster I (green), containing only moss-specific CNGCs; cluster II (blue), containing only plant specific CNGCs; cluster III (black), containing both moss and seed plant CNGCs and is therefore inferred to be land plant specific; and cluster IV (magenta), containing only human CNGCs. The CNGCb, CNGC2, and CNGC4 that presumably encode thermosensory Ca2+-channels in land plants are marked with asterisks.
the GUS accumulation curve, the net progression of the heat shock signal reached a maximum at 20 min, which thereafter decayed within 10 min to zero despite the ongoing mild temperature treatment (Figure 5B). This is the attenuation of the heat shock signal, resulting from the spontaneous closure of the thermoactivated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channels (Saidi et al., 2009). Noticeably, when 60 min after the start of the first mild temperature upshift to 33°C, the temperature was further raised to 37°C, the moss tissues readily responded by producing a fully developed heat shock signal, reaching an approximate net 1000-fold GUS accumulation, similar in intensity to the maximal GUS response produced by a unique temperature upshift from 25 to 37°C (Figure 5A). This strongly suggests the presence of at least two distinct populations of plant thermosensors: one that readily responds to 33°C and another that only becomes activated at higher temperatures. Thus, the plant thermosensitive Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channels distribute into several subpopulations with different thresholds of thermal activation.

**Electrophysiology Shows the Presence of Three Different Thermoresponsive Ca\textsuperscript{2+} Channels**

Patch clamp analysis of moss protoplasts at room temperature typically shows a complete lack of ion channel activity (Saidi et al., 2009). However, an increase in bath temperature from 21°C to temperatures >30°C leads to induction of channel activity in a proportion (10 to 15%) of cells. Three different types of ion channel were recorded that showed inward current and mean unitary conductances with SD of 15 (±2.4), 33 (±3.9), and 75 (±4.4) pS, respectively (Figure 5C, left-hand panels; see Supplemental Figure 4 online). The different conductances occurred with frequencies of around
0.24, 0.22, and 0.15 (n = 55). Ba$^{2+}$ is frequently used as an analog for Ca$^{2+}$ (Clay, 1991). Although in theory the recorded inward currents could be carried by an outward flux of anions such as Cl$^{-}$, measurement of the membrane potential and cellular Cl$^{-}$ content make this extremely unlikely (see Supplemental Figure 4 online). The aforementioned in vivo aequorin records (Figure 4) independently confirmed the presence of an inward Ca$^{2+}$ flux during heat shock at 34°C and above; therefore, we refer to the observed conductances as Ca$^{2+}$ permeable channels. In contrast with the three conductances in wild-type cells, the mutant protoplasts only showed activity of the 15- and 33-pS channels in response to the same temperature upshifts (Figure 5C, right-hand panels), with frequencies of 0.12 and 0.14 (n = 44).

Since loss of CNGCb caused a stronger influx of Ca$^{2+}$ in this genotype, we assessed whether altered gating properties of the 15- and 33-pS channels could underlie this phenomenon. We therefore measured the open probability (Po) during a 50-s window after the application of temperature rises in the patch clamp chamber. The mean Po of the 15- and 33-pS channels in the wild-type protoplasts was 0.089 (±0.06), while the corresponding value in the mutant was nearly twice large at 0.171 (±0.12). The latter difference was only weakly significant (P < 0.1); clearly, the main effect of the deletion of CNGCb was that it eliminated the presence of active 75-pS channels.

Moss CNGCb and Arabidopsis CNGC2 and CNGC4 Mutants Develop Futile Acquired Thermotolerance

We next addressed how the hyper-thermosensitive phenotype of the mutants affects their priming profile for acquired thermotolerance. As expected from the general upregulation of the plant HSR at lower inducing temperatures, the moss CNGCb mutant developed acquired thermotolerance at lower priming temperatures. Hence, priming pretreatment at 34°C led to a significant thermotolerance in the CNGCb mutant compared with the wild type (see Supplemental Figure 5A online). This was
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Figure 3. Deletion of CNGCb Causes a Hyper-Thermosensitive Moss Phenotype.

Induced accumulation of the reporter GUS enzyme from the recombinant reporter promoter GmHsp17.3 (Saidi et al., 2005, 2007, 2009) in the control wild-type (WT) moss (open symbols) and the CNGCb mutant (closed symbols), following 1 h exposure at the indicated temperatures, and a 16-h recovery at 22°C. The double arrow shows that 10% of the maximal GUS accumulation is obtained at 28°C in the mutant compared with 33°C in the wild-type moss. Means and SD are from three independent experiments. MU, 4-methylumbelliferone glucuronide.
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Figure 4. CNGCb Deletion Causes a Hyper-Thermoresponsive Ca$^{2+}$ Influx and Elevated Cytoplasmic Ca$^{2+}$.

(A) Scheme of the genetic background of the stable reporter moss strains UBI-AEQ ΔCNGCb (CNGCb) and UBI-AEQ (wild type [WT]).

(B) Moss protonemata grown at 25°C were preincubated with coelenterazine and then exposed to 34 or 38°C. The Ca$^{2+}$-dependent luminescence of aequorin was recorded every 6 s for a period of 50 min in living tissues of CNGCb (left) and wild-type (right) strains. cyt, cytoplasmic.

(C) The same 25°C-grown moss protonemata were preincubated with 14 mM EGTA and coelenterazine followed by exposure to the mild intermediate temperature of 34°C for 5 min and then supplemented with an excess of external Ca$^{2+}$ (5 mM CaCl$_2$ final concentration; black arrow). Ca$^{2+}$-dependent luminescence was recorded every 1.5 s for a period of 10 min (here are shown only 3 to 7 min) in the CNGCb (orange line) or the wild-type (green line) strain. Raw unsmoothed luminescence data are in gray, and the resulting partially smoothed curves are colored.
**Figure 5.** Mosses Have Multiple Thermosensors with Different Activation Thresholds.

(A) GUS levels in tissues of wild-type HSP-GUS moss reporter line grown at 25°C, exposed either continuously for 2 h at 33°C (dashed line) or at 37°C (black line) or discontinuously, first for 1 h at 33°C then for 1 h at 37°C (gray line). Recovery was done at 25°C for 16 h. Means and SD are from three independent repeats. MU, 4-methylumbelliferone glucuronide.

(B) The time-dependent evolution of the net HSR from (A), expressed as the time-dependent averaged differences of the rates of GUS accumulation per minute.

(C) Changes in membrane conductance reflecting the activity of Ca²⁺-permeable channels in moss protoplast attached patches, during a mild temperature upshift from 21°C up to 32°C and back to 29°C. In wild-type (WT) protoplasts (left-hand panels), three distinct temperature-induced conductances are observed with 75-pS (top), 33-pS (middle), and 15-pS (bottom) unitary conductances. In the CNGCb mutant (right-hand panels), the 75-pS conductance was not recorded. By contrast, the 33-pS and possibly also the 15-pS conductance in the mutant protoplasts acquired a higher Po at comparable temperatures. Each trace was recorded at ~80 mV and has a duration of 0.5 s, and temperatures are denoted on the right-hand side.
confirmed with *Arabidopsis* seedlings lacking functional CNGC2, which developed acquired thermotolerance in response to much lower priming temperatures than the Columbia-0 (Col-0) seedlings: 20% of surviving CNGC2 mutants were observed following a priming treatment at 29°C (i.e., 4.5°C lower than necessary to provide 20% survival in the Col-0 seedlings). Similarly, following priming at 35°C, 70% of the CNGC2 mutant seedlings survived compared with only 37% for Col-0 seedlings (Figures 6A to 6C). Immunoblots showed that following 90-min incubation at the various priming temperatures and 2-h recovery, the CNGC2 mutant seedlings accumulated more Hsp101, Hsp90, and Hsp17.6 than Col-0 seedlings (Figure 6D). The same apparent gain of acquired thermotolerance at lower priming temperatures was also observed with *Arabidopsis* CNGC4 mutant seedlings (i.e., in the closest relative of the CNGC2 gene) (see Supplemental Figure 5B online). These data strongly indicate that the gene products of moss CNGCb and of *Arabidopsis* CNGC2 and CNGC4 are pivotal components of the
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**Figure 6. Arabidopsis CNGC2 Mutant Seedlings Develop Futilie Acquired Thermotolerance.**

(A) Scheme showing the duration and temperatures of treatments leading to *Arabidopsis* seedling acquired thermotolerance: 15-d-old Col-0 seedlings or 19-d-old seedlings lacking CNGC2 at the same developmental stage as Col-0 were primed during 90 min at the indicated temperatures, then incubated back for 120 min at 20°C, then for 150 min at 45°C, then back for 6 d at 20°C. HS, heat shock.

(B) Pictures of plants taken 6 d after the noxious heat shock at 45°C. The priming temperature is indicated on the right.

(C) Scored percentage of survival and SD of Col-0 (open circles) and CNGC2 seedlings (closed circles) treated as in (B).

(D) Immunoblots showing the relative expression levels of Hsp101, Hsp90, Hsp70, and Hsp17.6 in *Arabidopsis* CNGC2 mutant seedlings and Col-0 seedlings following 90-min priming at the indicated temperatures and 120 min at 20°C. Boxes highlight the priming temperature of 34°C, at which Hsp levels are higher in the CNGC2 mutant, and correlates with their improved survival to noxious heat shock (60% for CNGC2 compared with 25% for Col-0). Below, Coomassie blue staining of the 55-kD Rubisco large subunit in the same samples, showing equal protein loading.

[See online article for color version of this figure.]
land plant thermosensory machinery controlling the HSR and acquired thermotolerance.

DISCUSSION

Acquired Thermotolerance as an Inducible Mechanism against Damage from Noxious Heat

During the last three decades, the average global temperature has been increasing by \(-0.6\)°C (Hansen et al., 2006), causing more frequent and acute heat waves (Schär et al., 2004) with devastating effects on biodiversity (Thomaz et al., 2004), ecosystem productivity (Ciais et al., 2005), and crop yields (Lobell et al., 2011). In extreme terrestrial climates, the daily rise of the sun may cause a gradual increase in the ambient temperature of up to \(40\)°C in \(<12\) h. Heat stress may affect photosynthesis, particularly the labile components of photosystem II (Berry and Bjorkman, 1980) and ribulose-1,5-bis-phosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) (Haldimann and Feller, 2004). Heat inactivation of photosystem II causes an imbalance of the electron flow and the accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the thylakoids, damaging lipids and proteins (Koussevitzky et al., 2008). The imbalance of tissue gas concentrations favors the catabolic oxygenase activity of Rubisco, in turn increasing photoinhibition and ROS production (Allakhverdiev et al., 2008).

Whereas land plants use constitutively expressed long-term strategies of basal heat resistance to withstand the gradual warming of the climate, they also need conditionally expressed short-term strategies of acquired thermotolerance at the cellular and molecular levels to withstand more acute and frequent heat waves. Acquired thermotolerance is a transient phenotype resulting from the successful prior induction of various molecular defenses, whose output is survival to an otherwise deadly heat shock episode (Mittler, 2006; Larkindale and Vierling, 2008). It is therefore essential that plant cells can sense small increments of ambient temperatures and integrate these changes into an effective HSR. This process in the form of the timely accumulation of protective metabolites and heat shock proteins (Finka et al., 2011), many of which are molecular chaperones that efficiently protect thermolabile macromolecules, in particular components of the photosynthetic apparatus (Heckathorn et al., 1998; Salvucci, 2008), and rehabilitate cell proteostasis in general (Finka et al., 2010).

An Ancestral CNGC Subclade Codes for Land Plant Thermosensors

Using biological assays with reporter moss strains, electrophysiology, and biochemical and pharmacological approaches, we have previously shown that the primary thermosensors of the moss \(P.\ patens\) are specific thermoresponsive \(Ca^{2+}\) channels in the plasma membrane (Saidi et al., 2009). Temperature-induced fluidity increments in the plasma membrane caused a transient channel opening and an influx of external \(Ca^{2+}\) into the cytoplasm, which was followed within minutes by channel closing despite the ongoing heat-inducing conditions, allowing \(Ca^{2+}\) pumps to extrude excess \(Ca^{2+}\) from the cytoplasm (Saidi et al., 2009). Yet, the precise identity of the genes encoding for the plant thermosensors remained unclear. To address the nature of the primary temperature perception events leading to land plant HSR and acquired thermotolerance (Saidi et al., 2011), we used two complementing model land plants, the moss \(P.\ patens\) and the seed plant \(Arabidopsis\), and focused on CNGCs because of their ability to mediate various cellular responses to biotic and abiotic stresses by way of controlled influxes of extracellular \(Ca^{2+}\) into the cytoplasm (Mäsner et al., 2001). Of particular interest were the \(Arabidopsis\) CNGC2 and CNGC4 genes because mutant phenotypes have been previously described: during pathogen attack, both have defective programmed cell death (PCD), while maintaining effective gene-for-gene resistance, and they were accordingly called defense no death1 (dnd1) and dnd2 (Clough et al., 2000; Jurkowski et al., 2004). Moreover, both dnd1 and dnd2 mutants showed a general hypersensitivity to \(Ca^{2+}\) in the medium, impaired growth, defective reproduction, and defective seed development (Balagué et al., 2003; Jurkowski et al., 2004; Chaiwongsar et al., 2009).

Whereas in the same monophyletic clade their most closely related genes, CNGC19 and CNGC20, may be involved in salt stress sensing and tolerance (Kugler et al., 2009), other more distantly related \(Arabidopsis\) CNGCs may still carry thermosensory-related roles in plant development, and mutants may display phenotypes related to ion homeostasis, uptake, transport, and tolerance to heavy metal poisoning (Kaplan et al., 2007). Our bioinformatic analysis identified a monophyletic gene cluster comprising the three moss genes CNGCb, CNGCd, and CNG Cf, alongside \(Arabidopsis\) CNGC2 and CNGC4, as possible ancestral thermosensory CNGCs since the initial colonization of land by the common ancestor of mosses and seed plants. The thermosensory function was confirmed by targeted mutagenesis of CNGCb and by analyzing acquired thermotolerance in the dnd1 and dnd2 mutants: CNGCb, CNGC2, and CNGC4 were found to be major regulatory components of the land plant thermosensory machinery controlling the HSR and acquired thermotolerance. Strengthening this finding, CNGC6 was recently found to be involved in tissue-specific thermosensing, Hsp expression, and \(Arabidopsis\) thermotolerance (Gao et al., 2012). This is not unexpected given that phylogeny places CNGC6 in a seed plant–specific clade, which stemmed from the ancestral thermosensory clade. Therefore, in addition to CNGC2 and 4, other seed plant–specific CNGCs may contribute to the fine-tuning of the plant thermosensory machinery in different tissues and organs. A Genevestigator analysis of the 20 \(Arabidopsis\) CNGCs mRNA levels revealed that many seed-plant specific genes are expressed at very low levels in all plant organs, whereas CNGC2 is by far the most massively expressed in all tissues, yet with large variations between organs and developmental stages (see Supplemental Figure 6 online). It is tempting to speculate that by controlling CNGC2 expression levels, different tissues can alter the heterooligomeric composition of thermosensory CNGC channels, implying that the same inducing temperature could produce different types and intensities of HSRs in the various organs of the same plant.
The Thermosensory Role of CNGCs in Animals and Plants

In the worm Caenorhabditis elegans, there is a nonautonomous neuroendocrine HSR pathway that depends on the thermosensory neuron AFD that detects temperature through cyclic guanosine monophosphate–gated channels containing TAX-4/TAX-2 subunits, which are regulated by transmembrane guanylate cyclases (Prahlad et al., 2008; Ramot et al., 2008). In vertebrates, six members of the CNGC family, CNGA1-A4, CNGB1, and CNGB3 (Bradley et al., 2001), are involved in light perception (Hardie and Raghu, 2001), but they are also significantly expressed in nonsensory organs that may indicate a potential role in thermosensing (Kraus-Friedmann, 2000). In addition to the few CNGC genes, algae, yeast, and animals have genes encoding for transient receptor potential ion channels (TRPs) (Wheeler and Brownlee, 2008) that structurally resemble CNGCs. They also form tetrameric channels composed of subunits containing each six transmembrane spans and a C-terminal calmodulin binding domain. At the N-terminal side, the TRPs possess ankyrin repeat domains. However, TRPs do not have cyclic nucleotide binding domains (Nilius and Owsianik, 2011). A main characteristic of TRPV1-4 is their transient activation in response to heat, allowing transient Ca\(^{2+}\) entry in the cytosol (Venkatachalam and Montell, 2007). Interestingly, a splice variant of TRPV1 causes a remarkable hyper-thermoreponsive phenotype in the thermosensory organ of vampire bats, which, as in the case of the ΔCNGCb moss mutant, responded to significantly lower temperatures (ΔT = 6°C) than tissues expressing the nonspliced variant in the same animal (Gracheva et al., 2011). However, whereas TRPV1 clearly initiates and mediates an effective heat signaling mechanism between neuronal cells, it is not known whether the TRPV1-mediated cytosolic Ca\(^{2+}\) transient also triggers an autonomous HSR in the form of Hsp synthesis and accumulation in individual cells.

Thus, it would appear that when colonizing land, plants relinquished their TRP genes in favor of new functionally diverse CNGC genes, possibly to meet the new environmental challenges of a terrestrial life style, with more extreme and frequent variations of environmental cues. The combination of various CNGC isoforms to encode specific types of Ca\(^{2+}\) channels could help assigning different Ca\(^{2+}\) signatures to disparate stimuli that all generate increases in cytoplasmic Ca\(^{2+}\), including heat shock (Larkindale and Knight, 2002), oxidative stress (Evans et al., 2005), freezing (Knight et al., 1991, 1996), salt and drought stress (Knight et al., 1997; Ranf et al., 2008), excess light (Shacklock et al., 1992), and biological stress (Knight et al., 1991; Ehrhardt et al., 1996; Kosuta et al., 2008).

The Organization of Plant Thermosensitive CNGC Channels

We found that the moss CNGCb mutant was highly deregulated in temperature sensing, which demonstrates that CNGCb is a central component of the plant thermosensory machinery. Yet, the CNGCb mutant was apparently not a simple loss-of-thermosensing mutant, but it rather displayed a strong hyper-thermoreponsive phenotype, with an optimal HSR at significantly lower temperatures than the wild type. The aequorin-expressing CNGCb mutant confirmed that the hyper-thermoreponsive phenotype was directly associated with a systematic higher background of cytoplasmic Ca\(^{2+}\) in the CNGCb mutant cells and about a twofold heat-induced transient increase of cytoplasmic Ca\(^{2+}\) during the first 15 min of a sustained heat treatment compared with wild-type cells (Figures 4A and 4B). Abnormal constitutive high levels of Ca\(^{2+}\) ions could be cytotoxic by interfering with other Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent signaling pathways, such as the plant response to pathogens, and generate the defense-no-death phenotype of the Arabidopsis dnd1 and dnd2 mutants (Chaiwongsa et al., 2009) and growth defects evocative of Ca\(^{2+}\) poisoning and accelerated senescence (Ali et al., 2007).

Sequential mild and strong heat shock treatments of the HSP-GUS moss reporter strain indicated the presence of multiple thermosensors (Figure 5), each with a different threshold of thermal activation. Electrophysiology confirmed that in response to various mild temperature increments, wild-type plasma membranes showed activation of at least three distinct ion channels, with 75, 33, and 15 pS conductance, respectively. The 75-pS channel was not observed in the mutated CNGCb background, confirming that it is indeed a loss-of-function mutant.

Vertebrate CNGCs typically form heterotetramers (Flynn et al., 2001; Zheng and Zagotta, 2004), but CNGC subunit composition is unknown in plants. The electrophysiology data, in combination with cytosolic calcium measurements, suggest a model in which plant CNGCs may also assemble into heterooligomeric Ca\(^{2+}\) channels, with the 75-pS channel activity critically depending on the presence of CNGCb subunits. The disregulated Ca\(^{2+}\) influx observed in the CNGCb mutant implies that this subunit also impacts on other Ca\(^{2+}\) channels. This may result from the imperfect replacement of CNGCb subunits in the 33- and 15-pS channels by orthologous CNGCs, for example, CNGCd and CNGCf, causing hyper-thermosensitivity. Future biochemical and electrophysiological studies of single and multiple mutants in other related CNGCs will be necessary to answer this question.

One question raised by our findings concerns the apparent juxtaposition between Ca\(^{2+}\) as a general secondary messenger and the high specificity of the heat shock signal. Previously, we showed that heat stress does not activate the specific osmosensitive LEA promoter and, conversely, that mannitol stress does not activate the specific thermosensitive GmHsp17.3B promoter (Saidi et al., 2009). Yet, in both cases, signal transduction strictly depends on the transient entry of external Ca\(^{2+}\) through Ca\(^{2+}\) channels in the plasma membrane (Saidi et al., 2009). Stimulus specificity of the Ca\(^{2+}\) signal can be introduced in many ways, including amplitude and frequency modulation (Dodd et al., 2010), and for the heat signal, this could include a localized steep rise in Ca\(^{2+}\) to form a transient signaling complex relying on the binding of a specific calmodulin. This scenario is supported by the central role of CAM3 in controlling the plant HSR in Arabidopsis (Liu et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2007). Further downstream steps in the heat shock signal cascade would then rely on the activation of specific Ca\(^{2+}\)-dependent protein kinases and phosphatases by CAM3 (Liu et al., 2007, 2008; Zhang et al., 2009). Hsp90-mediated activation of rotamases (Meiri et al., 2010), and, finally, the activation of the heat shock transcription factors (Li et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005; von...
Our data agree with previous observations (Larkindale and Vierling, 2008) that nonprimed plants that are directly treated with a noxious heat shock show no apparent damage in their photosynthesis efficiency when measured immediately after the noxious stress. Rather, the nonprimed plants needed six full days to die, whereas the heat-primed plants all survived. This suggests that nonprimed plants may have slowly died as a consequence of the activation of a heat-induced PCD and not because of direct heat damage per se. Whereas apoptosis, meaning literally “dropping off the leaves” in Greek, could provide plants with a reasonable means to evade excessive heat, it is not clear what would be the evolutionary advantage of total apoptosis for a nonprimed plant. One possible explanation would be that the very slow, 6-d-long process leading to plant death may be caused by heat-induced ROS-mediated DNA damage (Vacca et al., 2004), which would be effectively prevented by the timely heat priming–induced accumulation of catalase and ascorbate peroxidase (Vanderauwera et al., 2011; Mittler et al., 2012). In addition to enzymatic ROS scavengers, other mechanisms leading to plant-acquired thermotolerance may depend on the accumulation of Hsp chaperones during and following the heat-priming treatment. The downshift in priming temperatures needed to induce acquired thermotolerance in the dnd1 and dnd2 mutants, correlated with an excessive expression of Hsp chaperones at noninducing temperatures. This is in agreement with previous observations that the constitutive overexpression of Hsp17.7 in carrot (Daucus carota; Malik et al., 1999) or of Hsp25.3-P (Härd Dahl et al., 1999) and Hsp101 in Arabidopsis (Queitsch et al., 2000) provide some degree of acquired thermotolerance without heat priming. In animals too, the activities of Hsp chaperones (e.g., Hsp70 and sHsps), can block PCD by inhibiting caspase activation and IκB activity (Beere, 2004; Weiss et al., 2007). It is not unlikely that as in animal cells, the upregulation of specific Hsp chaperones in plant cells in response to heat priming, hormones, or drugs (Saidi et al., 2007; Finka et al., 2011), could inhibit the signaling for heat-induced PCD. Overall, such a mechanism would increase chances of plant survival from noxious heat stress. Thus, in agreement with the initial observations that the Arabidopsis dnd1 and dnd2 mutants are PCD deficient in their response to a biotic stress (Clough et al., 2000; Mäser et al., 2001; Balagué et al., 2003), we find here that the same mutants are PCD deficient in their response to noxious heat stress. It should be noted that gaining acquired thermotolerance at suboptimal priming temperatures is not necessarily beneficial; in the field, such mutant plants would frequently trigger a futile costly accumulation of Hsps as unnecessary defenses against subnoxious and nondamaging temperatures.

Our findings show that land plants can feel mild temperature increments via specific CNGC-based thermosensors in the plasma membrane. This initial signal leads to the development of a network of Hsp-based defenses, which in turn sets up transient acquired thermotolerance against upcoming noxious heat stresses. Given the anticipated global climate change, these results will be key to the future design of crops with increased resilience to heat variations.

**METHODS**

**Chemicals, GUS, and Aequorin Experiments**

The coelenterazine hcp, EGTA, and 4-methylumbelliferone glucuronide were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. GUS-specific activities, electrophysiological experiments, and the concentration of cytosolic calcium using reconstituted aequorin system were as described previously (Saidi et al., 2009).

**Bioinformatic Analysis**

The published CNGC genomic sequences were aligned against available transcripts using the BLAST program (http://www.cosmos.org). Obtained coding sequences were translated and aligned, and the relationship between Physcomitrella patens CNGC amino acid sequences to each other and to known CNGC sequences from Arabidopsis thaliana and humans was explored using protein sequence comparison algorithms (http://www.clicbio.com). An unrooted neighbor-joining tree of the plant and human amino acid sequences of CNGCs was generated using CLC Sequence Viewer 6. The resulting sequence alignment was submitted to bootstrap analysis using 100 replicates, and the tree was visualized and edited by TreeGraph 2 (Stöver and Müller, 2010) (see Supplemental Figure 2 online). With the exception of CNGCf and CNGCi with predicted lengths of 533 and 466 residues, respectively, the remaining predicted moss CNGC sequences share similar lengths of ~700 amino acid residues, similar to the length of 19 Arabidopsis CNGCs. Transmembrane segments were predicted and double correlated by SPLIT4.0 (http://split.pmlst.fr/split/4/; Juretić et al., 2002) and TMHMM (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/) membrane protein secondary structure prediction servers, whereas cyclic nucleotide binding domains and IQ1 binding domains in plant CNGC genes were assessed using the SMART database (Letunic et al., 2012).
Plasmids and Plant Material

pCNGCb-KO Vector

The 5' targeting fragment of pCNGCb was amplified using ApaF (5'-GGGCCCTATCTTAAACCCCAAGCTCTC-3') and XhoR (5'-CTCGAGGAGCTCCACCAATTATCGTA-3'), and 3' targeting fragment was amplified by Spelf (5'-ACTTAGACAAAGACGGGTCGGAT-GGCA-3') and SacR (5'-CGGGGGTCGAAGAAGTTCGCGAGGTCTTA-3') using Taq polymerase (Promega). Resulting products were first subcloned in pGEM-T-easy vector (Promega) and digested with ApaI-XhoI or Spel-SacI and subcloned in two steps in the corresponding sites of pBSMDII (Finka et al., 2008) to generate the pCNGCb-KO vector. To minimize the possibility of superintegration of CNGCb-KO cassette into HSP-GUS locus, ∼10 μg of pCNGCb-KO transgene was amplified by PCR employing standard T3 and T7 primers followed by enzymatic digestion with ApaI and SacI.

pBUAzeo Vector

The EcoRI fragment of p3SS-loxP-Zeo that carries a 3SS:Zeocine cassette was inserted into the EcoRI-digested pCNGCb-KO backbone, and resulting plasmid was cut with HindIII and filled in prior insertion of blunt Ubi-Aeq cassette that was digested with Asp718-NotI to generate pBUAzeo.

The moss transgenic lines were grown on moss solid medium and transferred when stated to liquid minimal medium as previously described (Saidi et al., 2009). HSP-GUS and UBI-AEQ lines were previously described (Saidi et al., 2007, 2009), respectively. To generate stable transgenic moss CNGCb lines in a HSP-GUS background, a polyethylene glycol–mediated transformation of moss protoplasts was performed using PCR-amplified CNGCb-KO cassette followed by G418 antibiotic selection (Schaefer and Zijl, 1997). Several stable lines showing similar levels of GUS activities were isolated, and one mutant line was arbitrarily chosen and used in experiments. The aequorin-expressing CNGCb mutant was created by introduction of pBUAzeo into the previously generated CNGCb mutant line, and zeocine-resistant stable line having aequorin activities were selected and used for the experiments.

For all assays, Arabidopsis seeds were first surface sterilized and planted on Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium plates (MS basal salt mixture) containing 0.43% MS (w/v) and 1% plant agar (Duchefa) and kept at 4°C for 24 h. Plants were then grown in lighted growth chambers at 20°C in short-day conditions (10 h light/14 h dark). Light intensity was ~100 μmol (photon) m⁻² s⁻¹. For Arabidopsis thermotolerance experiments and immunoblots, we used CNGC2 (dn1) and CNGC4 (dn2) mutants obtained from the Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre.

Choice of Temperatures

The extreme sensitivity of electrophysiology to mild temperature–induced Ca²⁺ channel opening in the plasma membrane of moss protoplasts dictated our choice of 32°C as the uppermost temperature to compare mutant and wild-type lines. By contrast, the poor sensitivity of the online in vivo aequorin measurements dictated our choice to test 34°C as the lowest and 38°C as the uppermost temperature to compare mutant and wild-type tissues.

The 34°C was used in the aequorin experiments as an intermediate threshold, where HSP-GUS was induced only 33% in the wild type and ~66% in the CNGCb mutant. The 38°C was used as an effective priming temperature in thermotolerance experiments because it was the upper harmless inducing temperature where HSP-GUS was maximally induced, both in the wild type and CNGCb. The noxious temperatures were determined experimentally for their causing, without a prior heat-priming treatment at least 90% plant death and with a prior heat-priming treatment at least 90% plant survival.

Electrophysiological Experimentation

Moss protoplasts were isolated as described (Johannes et al., 1997). In all patch clamp experiments, the external (bath) and pipette solution contained 20 mM BaCl₂ and 5 mM MES/Tris, pH 6, and solutions were adjusted with sorbitol to an osmotic pressure of 430 mosM. Data acquisition occurred through a CED A/D converter at 1 kHz, and data were filtered at 0.4 kHz using a six-pole Bessel filter. Bath temperature was controlled by perfusion of bath medium with different temperatures and continuously recorded using an LN stage temperature controller. Open probabilities were calculated for the 15- and 33-pS conductances at ~80 mV membrane potential, across 50-s records starting after the imposition of the temperature raise. Po is defined as Po = (t_total)/n ’100, where n is the number of channels in the membrane patch (Maathuis, 2011). Po data are given as the average ± so using recordings from 11 wild-type protoplasts and six CNGCb mutant protoplasts.

Plant-Acquired Thermotolerance

Moss protoplasts were isolated, and ~50,000 protoplasts were exposed at priming temperatures as indicated, recovered for 2 h at 25°C, followed by noxious heat shock at 43°C for half an hour and plated. After 7 d, plates were imaged and confluency percentage indicating survival rate was calculated using the ImageJ software (http://rsweb.nih.gov/ij/). Means and standard errors are from three independent experiments. Col-0 seeds were grown on half-strength MS agar and placed for 2 d at 4°C in darkness followed by growth for 15 d at 22°C using a short daylight regime. To achieve the same developmental stage as Col-0, dn1 and dn2 mutant seedlings were grown for 19 and 18 d, respectively, using a short daylight regime. For acquired thermotolerance treatments, only living and fully developed seedlings were used. Each point was obtained from at least 200 plants. Means and standard errors were from four independent repeats of at least 200 plants per experiment as indicated. Plants were photographed after six short days, and survival rates were analyzed using the ImageJ software.

Immunoblot Analyses

Seedlings were treated at 29, 34, 36, and 38°C for 90 min, kept at room temperature for 120 min, and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Frozen tissue was ground in buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, 0.5% SDS, 10% glycerol, and 2% β-mercaptoethanol) and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 min, 4°C. Protein concentrations were determined using the Bio-Rad protein assay according to the manufacturer's instructions. Standard methods were used for SDS-PAGE separation of protein samples on 10 to 15% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels. Immunoblot analyses were performed as follows: The nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad) containing the transferred proteins were incubated with a rabbit-derived polyclonal antibody against plant Hsp17.6 (StressMark), Hsp70 (Agrisera), Hsp90 (Agrisera), and Hsp100-CT (StressMark) (1/10,000, v/v). Blots were then incubated with anti-rabbit or anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase-conjugated IgG (Bio-Rad) diluted 1/15,000 (v/v). Immune complexes were visualized using...
the chemiluminescent Immunstar kit (Bio-Rad) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Accession Numbers

GenBank/EMBL accession numbers for Arabidopsis and human protein sequences used in the phylogenetic analysis are as follows: O65717 (CNGC1), O65718 (CNGC2), Q9SKD7 (CNGC3), Q9NAS9 (CNGC4), Q8RW59 (CNGC5), Q82S26 (CNGC6), Q9SKN5 (CNGC7), Q9FXH6 (CNGC8), Q9MOA4 (CNGC9), Q9LNJO (CNGC10), Q9SKD6 (CNGC11), Q8GDW2 (CNGC12), Q9LD40 (CNGC13), Q9SA44 (CNGC14), Q9SL29 (CNGC15), Q9SU69 (CNGC16), Q8L7Z0 (CNGC17), Q9LEQ3 (CNGC18), Q9LDR2 (CNGC19), Q9LD3 (CNGC20), P29973 (CNGA1), Q16280 (CNGA2), Q162810 (CNGA3), Q8I7V7 (CNGA4), Q14028 (CNGB1), and Q9NQW8 (CNGB3). Moss cDNA sequences serving for conceptual translation are denoted in Supplemental Figure 1 online.
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